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Abstract: The experimental estimation of muscle activities in post-stroke patients with limb 
motor deficit is often based on surface electromyography signals (EMGs). Besides EMGs 
processing and interpretation difficulties, the differences in motor control of dominant and 
non-dominant arm have to be taken into account since the stroke can injure either left or 
right limb.  
 
Different motor tasks (under static conditions – different postures, and dynamic ones, i.e. 
elbow flexions/extensions in the sagittal and in the horizontal planes) were performed 
consecutively with the dominant and the non-dominant arm of two healthy volunteers and 
with the non-affected and the affected arm of two stroke patients. Surface EMGs of seven 
muscles were recorded using a Noraxon telemetric system. 
 
Two custom-made programs written in MATLAB were developed, separately for processing 
the data from static and dynamic motor tasks. At first the EMG signals were filtered, 
rectified and smoothed. For static tasks power-frequency analysis was performed, 
calculating different parameters (mean and median frequency, area under power function, 
mean values of the smoothed signals, which would be used as coefficients for normalization, 
etc.). For dynamic tasks one trial of flexion/extension motions was chosen for visual 
expectation through the saved video records. An analysis of synergistic and antagonistic 
muscle activities was performed. 
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Introduction 
Stroke is a neurological condition, causing neurogical deficits due to occlusion or rupture of 
blood vessels supplying the central nervous system. Muscle weakness (loss of muscle force 
and mass, decrease of muscle strength), spasticity and loss of coordination, limited range of 
joint motions commonly occur in the limbs of stroke patients [21], thus reducing considerably 
the functionality of the affected upper or/and lower limbs.  
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There are two affected issues following initial post-stroke recovery: the muscle structure and 
connective tissues and the nervous system control mechanisms on movements. Regarding the 
first changes, it is reported that the muscles of the affected limbs have: fiber length reduction, 
muscle mass loss, smaller pennation angle, more stretched and compliant tendons [9]. 
Regarding the motor units of the affected muscles the following is reported: decrease of motor 
unit firing rates and of the degree of synchronization [4, 10, 15] and an abnormal recruitment 
[6]. It is reported also that paretic muscles have a tendency toward atrophy of type II fibers 
[19]. An abnormal joint coupling was also found [12, 17]. A general opinion exists that the 
most damaged are the neuronal commands and working together (synchronization) of 
different synergistic and antagonistic muscles [3, 8, 10]. According to [13] all direct 
functional connections to muscle following stroke recovery come from the contralateral motor 
cortex. The different effects of the lesion on the proximal and the distal muscles appear to be 
associated with the strength of the corticospinal pathway. It is stated [5] that the primary 
source of movement dysfunction in many hemiparetic stroke patients is likely neither 
spasticity nor muscular weakness but abnormal movement coordination. Also reported are:  
a formation of novel schemes of coactivation of shoulder abductors with elbow flexors; 
coactivation of shoulder adductors with elbow extensors; reduction in the number of possible 
muscle combinations or in the number of possible synergies in the paretic limbs.  
This reduction could result from loss of descending commands, as well as from loss of 
selective control of muscle coactivations. Hughes et al. [11] however, found a wide variation 
in muscle activation patterns in terms of timing and amplitude during performing dynamic 
tasks by healthy adults as well. 
 
Both differences, mentioned above, between affected and non-affected limbs have to be taken 
into account with special attention because of natural differences between dominant and non-
dominant extremities, especially in the upper limbs [7, 20]. For example, greater slow type 
muscle fibers content in muscles of the dominant compared to the non dominant arm is 
reported, meanwhile no difference in EMG median frequency was observed. According to [1], 
due to increased number of slow twitch fibers lower average firing rates, lower recruitment 
thresholds, and greater firing rate are expected in the dominant arm. 
 
The aim of the paper is: 1) to develop suitable experimental setup and computer program 
packages for investigation of the EMG activity of upper arm muscles and for comparison 
between dominant and non-dominant arm for healthy subjects and between non affected and 
affected arm for stroke patients; 2) to apply them for normal subject and for stroke patients 
and to make conclusions about the possibility to use EMG signals for diagnosis and 
rehabilitation purposes. 
 
Methods 
Experiments 
The experimental procedure was described in details in [2]. The surface EMGs from  
7 muscles were recorded and stored for further processing, first at the dominant and after that 
at the recessive upper limbs of two healthy subjects (a woman aged 57 and a man aged  
25 – Subject 1 and Subject 2) and at the non-affected and after that at the affected arms of two 
post-stroke patients (a woman aged 58, 13 month after stroke and a man aged 39, 3 months 
after stroke – Patient 1 and Patient 2). The four persons were right handed. They filled in an 
inquiry card and gave informed consent. In both patients the left arm was affected. They were 
both in good condition and with very well recovered left arm function, so they were able to 
perform the required tasks.  
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The investigated muscles were:  
(1) pars acromialis of m. deltoideus (DELacr),  
(2) pars clavicularis of m. deltoideus (DELcla),  
(3) pars spinata of m. deltoideus (DELspi),  
(4) m. biceps brachii (BIC),  
(5) caput laterale of m. triceps brachii (TRIlat), 
(6) caput longum of m. triceps brachii (TRIlong), and  
(7) m. brachioradialis (BRD).  

 
The reference electrode was placed at the scapular acromion. The telemetric system Telemyo 
2400T G2 of Noraxon Inc. and Ag/AgCl circle electrodes “Skintact-premier” F-301 were 
used [18]. The sampling frequency was 1500 Hz and the maximal recording time of each 
motor task was one minute.  
 
A total of ten motor tasks were performed (see in [2]), only 5 of them were chosen for 
processing in this paper. During all tasks the person was seated in a chair without elbow-rests. 
Static tasks were maintenance of two postures for one minute (hanging arm downwards in the 
sagittal plane and stretching arm forward in the horizontal plane). Motions were: three trials 
of maximal elbow flexion in the sagittal plane starting from fully extended arm downwards 
without and with load of 0.5 kg (FSP, FSP + Load); three trials of maximal elbow flexion in 
the horizontal plane without and with load of 0.5 kg (FHP, FHP + Load) starting from arm in 
the horizontal plane with fully extended elbow (for more details see in [2]). Additionally 
maximal isometric contractions against resistance were recorded aiming to ensure maximal 
isometric forces of the investigated muscles for further normalization.  

 
EMG signal processing 
The data from the EMGs of the 7 muscles, saved in text format, was input of two custom-
made computer programs written in MATLAB. The first one processes the data from the 
static tasks. It includes: two specially designed high-pass Butterworth filters removing QRS 
complexes; one band-pass filter removing 50 Hz influence of the electrical set; one low-pass 
Butterworth filter removing noise; rectification and smoothing (151 samples, 0.1 s time 
interval). A time period Δt1 with 15 seconds duration was visually chosen with minimal 
artifacts (Fig. 1a). Power-frequency analysis (Fast Furrier Transformation) was performed 
over this time window and the two normalized to their maximal value curves for the left and 
right arm were superimposed for comparison. For this time period Δt1 mean values for each 
channel were calculated, thus 7 coefficients ki (i = 1, 2, …, 7) were obtained for further 
normalization of the EMGs of each muscle. The power-frequency functions were further 
processed for easy comparison between the right and the left arm (affected and non-affected, 
respectively). The mean value of the power was calculated for the following frequency 
intervals [20-40] Hz, [40-60] Hz, …, [220-240] Hz (Fig. 1b,c). The following parameters 
were also calculated for the power distribution for each muscle EMGs: mean frequency 
(MNF), median frequency (MDF) and the area (APF) under the power-frequency function 
between 20 Hz and 250 Hz. According to Phinyomark et al. [16]  
 
MNF = Σfi/ΣPifi,  
 
where Pi is the power of the frequency fi and the MDF is this frequency which divides the 
area under the power function in halves. 
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Fig. 1 Successive steps of EMGs processing for static tasks 
a) Patient 1, maintenance of a posture for one minute (stretching arm forward in the 

horizontal plane), BIC, left affected hand, from up to down: raw signal, signal after high-pass 
filtering, signal after low-pass filtering, signal after rectification, signal after smoothing.  

Note that the scales of the vertical axis are different.  
b) Normalized frequency-power dependence compared for the right (red) and the left (blue) 

arm, the Fourier transformation is made within the time interval Δt1 = 15 s (from 35 s to 50 s). 
Patient 1, BRD, the same motor task. Each column present' the mean of the normalized 

power for 11 frequency intervals: 20-40 Hz, 40-60 Hz, …, 220-240 Hz.  
c) Differences between normalized power for the 11 frequency intervals between right and 

left hand for all muscles for Patient 1, for the same motor task. 
 
For dynamic task the program contains the same initial steps: filtering, rectification and 
smoothing (Fig. 2a). After that the data were normalized by using the calculated coefficients 
ki. Figures with the three trials of flexion/extension, where each channel is normalized to its 
maximal value were generated to investigate muscle synergistic and antagonistic action, i.e. to 
detect when the respective muscle starts or finishes its activity and when it reaches its 
maximal activity (Fig. 2b). Only the best trial among the three ones is taken for further 
consideration and the data are cut for visualization only during the time interval Δt2.  
The times of the peak activity during flexion movement were calculated. The motions were 
also inspected through the video records in Noraxon experimental system. In addition, using 
the same program, the data from the maximal isometric contractions were processed and other 
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normalization coefficients ki were calculated by obtaining the maximal EMGs value of each 
channel during the whole time duration of one minute. 
 

           
 

Fig. 2 Processing of EMGs during dynamic tasks  
a) BIC, FSP + Load, Patient 2, left affected arm, from up to down,  

raw signal, high-pass filtering, low-pass filtering [14], rectification, smoothing.  
Note that the scales of the vertical axis are different;  

b) smoothed, normalized to the values obtained during maximal isometric contractions against 
resistance, signals of all muscles for the same movement, Patient 2, left affected arm, from up 

to down: DELacr, DELcla, DELspi, BIC, TRIlat, TRIlong and BRD. 
 
 

Results 
Static tasks 
The successive steps of EMGs processing is shown in Fig. 1a. The filtered, rectified and 
smoothed signal is stable for all muscle and no sign of fatigue during one minute pose 
maintenance was observed. The comparison between the frequency distribution of the left and 
the right arm (Fig. 1b and 1c) for all muscles did now show a stable tendency. For some 
frequency intervals power values for the right arm were bigger, for others it was vice versa.  
 
The same referred to the mean and median frequencies. In particular, it was observed for both 
patients that the median frequency of BRD was higher for the left hand. While for both 
healthy subjects the inverse case occurred. Other observation was that the area under power 
function between 20 Hz and 250 Hz of BIC for healthy subjects for all frequency intervals 
was always higher for their left hands comparing with right ones and inverse case was found 
for the patients.  
 
Dynamic tasks 
Processed signals of all investigated movements (Fig. 2a) show that the chosen steps of 
processing are suitable and coordination between the 7 muscles is well observed visually  
(Fig. 2b). The chosen quantitative parameter, however, i.e. the maximal value of the EMG 
signal during one flexion trial (Fig. 3) does not show a stable tendency for muscle 
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synchronization. The same referred to the start times of muscle activities which could not 
calculated precisely.  
 

 
 

 
 

            FHP,               FHP + Load,           FSP,                FSP + Load,        left hand,         right hand 
№ muscles: 1 – DELacr, 2 – DELcla, 3 – DELspi, 4 – BIC, 5 – TRIlat, 6 – TRIlong, 7 – BRD 

 
Fig. 3 Time moments when the maximal values of the EMG signals during one flexion trial 

were reached for the two subjects and the two patients. 
As reference for each line the time where the maximal value of muscle DELacr is reached is 

taken. So, positive values mean that these muscles reach their maximal values after this 
muscle and the negative – before this muscle. 

 
Conclusions 
The power-frequency analysis during static tasks did not show stable global differences 
between left/right (affected/unaffected) arms. It could be concluded that the activation of the 
motor units was strictly individual and the variability was so broad, comparing left to right 
arm that this analysis could not help for estimation of stroke after affects in well recovered 
patients. Probably the condition has not damaged the low-level muscle structures, namely 
motor units. 
 
The visual inspection of the motions using the video records showed that the patients used 
different strategies of non affected and affected limb and this referred mainly to the shoulder 
joint. They compensated the motions with activating other muscle groups. For example 
Patient 1 performed early shoulder abduction with the affected limb and the limb was not 
aligned with the forearm, but was ulnarly abducted. For Patient 2, during the FSP, before the 
start of the elbow motion, a shoulder flexion was observed together with elbow supination, 
and while returning the arm back to start position, the limb was pronated.  
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Globally, inspecting the synchrony of the EMGs of the 7 muscles during the motions, it could 
be concluded that the coordination of the muscles is similar for left/right (affected/unaffected) 
limb. However, this could not be proved by a quantitative analysis. The visual inspection 
found an increasing and different activity of the muscle DEL. To estimate the quantitative 
parameters of this observation the angles in the shoulder joint should be measured. 
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